ROMAN HOUSES OF CELIO

UNFORGETTABLE JOURNEY THROUGH TIME
A journey through time and taste in the spectacular and exclusive Archaeological Site of Rome

Domus of Celio
Unique opportunity to participate in a feast of ancient Rome, in a complex of 15 rooms perfectly
preserved and totally indoor of a rich Roman House of the third century AD a short walk from
the Colosseum, tasting dishes dating back 2000 years ago...

The Tour will take us to admire the different environments between scents and flavors of the
ancient world
A little aperitif on the way:
in the ancient Cella Vinaria
some maidens will pay the
Mulsum, a Roman flavored
wine
In the magical atmosphere of a Roman Triclinium, the Ancient Aperitif become Apericena; in the
air the smell of aneto, santoreggia ... the aroma of mint, an enveloping smell of fruit, spices and
exotic condiments ... from another world ... from another era

The Apericena (archaeological) features 9 recipes disposed on tables set up in ancient Roman
style in the ancient rooms, rich in frescoes. The recipes respect the ancient sources (adapting
them where there is need to modern palate). The calyxes of wine (also reconstructed from
ancient Rome) are filled with delicious authentic Roman maidens in costumes.
Our "journey", as well as make you enjoy the delights of ancient cooks like Marco Gavio Apicio
and Catone, it will be made even more fascinating by the explanations of specialized gourmet
guides that illustrate recipes, nutrition, ways and customs of the Roman dining
DINNER-EVENT ON RESERVATION

Price (min. 30 people)
Guided Visit + Apericena: € 80
Note
The event can be made even more interesting and fascinating by providing the Options briefly
illustrated below (prices aside)

C O N TA C TS
www.incomingitalia.it * info@incomingitalia.it * 331.7034208

OPTIONS
Actor - Mime

Helpers

SYNAULIA OPTION

The Synaulia are the most famous "band" of reconstruction of sound and ancient choreography. Famous in
Hollywood and Cinecittà (their pieces are part of the soundtrack of "The Gladiator" by Ridley Scott). They
bring with them a wealth of over 100 musical instruments reconstructed in experimental archeology
Pompeian frescoes. Ancient instruments, ancient sounds, dances and choreographies of ancient Rome for a
show that can be made of sound interventions during the tour or configured in a real concert in the museum
of the archaeological site (additional room of 300 square meters). But Synaulia bring with them especially
beauty and magic and will transport your event in an atmosphere of lost dream.

Dancers

Music
It provides for the introduction
of elements such as
Harp
Violin

Option Postazione Vinaria
Besides wine mulsum, widely served during the aperitif, you can add a real tasting of wines particular: ancient
vines reconstructed on Italian territory to reproduce original wines Roman historians Pliny card: the Cecubo,
the Massico, the Falerno.
Ancient vines vinified according to modern tradition.

